Engineering Natural Pollen Grains as Multifunctional 3D Printing Materials
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The development of multifunctional 3D printing materials from sustainable natural resources is a high priority in additive manufacturing. Using an eco-friendly method to transform hard pollen grains into stimulus-responsive microgel particles, we engineered a pollen-derived microgel suspension that can serve as a functional reinforcement for composite hydrogel inks and as a supporting matrix for versatile freeform 3D printing systems. The pollen microgel particles enabled the printing of composite inks and improved the mechanical and physiological stabilities of alginate and hyaluronic acid hydrogel scaffolds for 3D cell culture applications. Moreover, the particles endowed the inks with stimulus-responsive controlled release properties. The suitability of the pollen microgel suspension as a supporting matrix for freeform 3D printing of alginate and silicone rubber inks was demonstrated and optimized by tuning the rheological properties of the microgel. Compared with other classes of natural materials, pollen grains have several compelling features, including natural abundance, renewability, affordability, processing ease, monodispersity, and tunable rheological features, which make them attractive candidates to engineer advanced materials for 3D printing applications.

1. Introduction

Additive manufacturing has become a powerful and versatile strategy for the fabrication of advanced materials. [1] 3D printing enables product fabrication without the need for molding or tooling, which increases the freedom of part design and enables the sustainable and cost-effective construction of objects with complex geometries. [2] Moreover, the cost of adjusting the 3D model is minimal, which is beneficial for mass customization. [1]

Various additive manufacturing technologies have been developed for different material types, such as selective laser melting and electron beam melting for metal 3D printing, [3] selective laser sintering and digital light processing for ceramics, [4] and fused deposition modeling, stereolithography, and 3D plotting for polymers. [5]

Among the 3D printing techniques, direct ink writing (DIW) has the most significant potential for biomedical applications because it enables the incorporation of live cells. [6] The ideal ink for DIW printing should possess suitable visco-plastic properties for nozzle extrusion and self-supporting properties to maintain structural integrity after deposition. [7] Among the potential inks for DIW printing, hydrogels have been widely used for various biomedical products, including tissue scaffolds, because they can mimic most biological soft tissues. [8] 3D-printed hydrogel scaffolds provide appropriate conditions for cell attachment and development, as their customizable 3D networks provide sufficient space for cell clusters, facilitating the circulation of essential metabolites and nutrients for the encapsulated or attached cells. [8a, 9] However, hydrogels are characterized by low mechanical and physiological stability and bioinertness. [8a] Thus, composite hydrogel systems have been proposed to provide functions and properties not attainable by any single hydrogel. These composites are formed by mixing, immobilizing, or hybridizing single hydrogels with a diverse range of reinforcements in the forms of particles, anisotropic fillers, and fibers. [8–10] These reinforcements significantly alter the rheological properties of the hydrogel inks, which may improve the printability of the composite hydrogels up to a certain loading amount. [11] For instance, nano-platelets [12] and nano-fibers [13] have been found to endow hydrogel bioinks with solid-like jamming behavior, which helps complex 3D structures to hold together in air environments. The main drawback of current hydrogel composite inks is nozzle clogging, which is a more significant issue in inks with higher reinforcement loading content.

Supporting matrices have been introduced to extrusion-based 3D printing systems to solve the problem of soft matter printability. [14] An advanced technique called freeform 3D printing enables the omnidirectional deposition of ink materials, such as hydrogels, [15] cells [16] and silicone rubber [17] within a supporting
matrix. The embedded ink can preserve the printed 3D structure before it is fully cured, making slow curing applicable to 3D printing. To realize freeform 3D printing, the supporting matrix material needs to meet several criteria: i) its rheological properties should complement those of the ink; ii) it should be chemically and structurally stable; and iii) it should be recyclable for multiple printing cycles. Numerous supporting matrix systems, including Carbopol granular gel medium, gelatin slurry support bath, and Laponite nanoclay suspension, have been developed to accomplish the 3D printing of various inks. The materials used for developing hydrogel composites and supporting matrices are distinct, and identifying a naturally available, abundant, and renewable material template that requires minimal processing will be beneficial for the 3D printing industry.

Herein, we report the development of a pollen-derived microgel suspension that is readily prepared from abundant renewable pollen grains and can be easily tuned via a single step to create advanced materials that are useful as functional reinforcements for composite hydrogel bioink systems and as freeform 3D printing supporting matrices (Figure 1). This approach builds on our recent efforts to mechanically transform hard pollen grains into soft, stimulus-responsive microgel particles. Each pollinating plant species renewably produces an abundant supply of pollen grains, which occur as monodisperse, hollow microcapsules with unique ornamental features depending on the particular species. Compared to biomaterial-based gels, produced by bottom-up synthesis methods with biomolecules, pollen microgels are more advantageous for 3D printing systems, which often require a large volume of materials with good structural uniformity, consistent and tunable rheological behavior, and high cost-efficiency and scalability besides excellent sustainability of material sources. Particularly, pollen microgels can provide structural stability and stimulus-responsive drug delivery capabilities of the printed structures as an ink material. The mechanically strong exine layer provides good structural support to the printed structure, while the inflatable smart intine layer modulates drug release in the existence of environmental stimulus. As a supporting matrix, the pollen microgel suspension is highly advantageous since pollen grains are an abundant and affordable starting material with a uniform size distribution, tunable and consistent rheological behavior.

Figure 1. Illustration of pollen microgel as a bioink and supporting matrix material for 3D printing applications. A) Process of microgel fabrication from natural pollen grains. Pollen grain incubation in alkaline solution to yield microgel with tunable rheological properties. The scale bar represents 10 µm. DIW printing system with hydrogel-based inks and with or without a supporting matrix, where B) the pollen microgels can be combined with hydrogel materials to form hybrid materials that can serve as biocompatible inks with new functionalities, such as controlled release; and C) pollen microgel medium acting as a supporting matrix for freeform 3D printing using a wide range of inks.
In this study, using a method akin to soapmaking, sunflower pollen was readily transformed into monodisperse, hollow microgel particles, and a microgel suspension was formed (Figure 1A). As illustrated in Figure 1B,C, we used the pollen-derived microgel particles to develop pollen-derived 3D printing materials that were: i) assembled with hydrogels such as alginate and hyaluronic acid (HAc) to create 3D-printed functional scaffolds for cell culture applications (Figure 1B); and ii) utilized as a supporting matrix for the freeform 3D printing of alginate and silicone rubber inks (Figure 1C). The pollen microgels present in the composite hydrogel inks were investigated to characterize their rheological behavior in the inks and stimulus-responsive smart properties in the hydrogel matrix. Moreover, the feasibility of the pollen microgel-based granular medium as a supporting matrix for 3D printing was demonstrated through rheological tests and proof-of-concept 3D printing products.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Preparation of Pollen-Incorporated Hydrogel Hybrid Inks for 3D Printing

When building 3D architectures using pollen microgel building blocks, an adhesive matrix material will make the microgels more suitable for 3D printing. We selected alginate, which is one of the most common hydrogel inks used in various 3D printing systems owing to its simple and cell-friendly crosslinking process, and formed pollen microgel–hydrogel hybrid inks. Considering that nano or micro-sized particles affect the rheological behavior of alginate ink,[22] we first characterized the rheological behavior and corresponding printability of the pollen–alginate hydrogel inks as a function of the pollen microgel fraction.

We tested the rheological properties of pollen microgels before and after KOH treatment (Figure 2A). First, 10 vol% of pollen microparticles were dispersed in water. The viscosity of the defatted pollen grains was two orders of magnitude larger than that of 10 v/v% KOH-treated pollen owing to particle jamming in the defatted grains. However, once the pollen grains were transformed into microgels through alkali treatment, the pollen-dispersed solutions had almost identical rheological behaviors, irrespective of the KOH treatment duration. The viscosity of pollen microgel suspension was governed by the volume fraction and gel stiffness of pollen microgels.[23] Under the fixed volume fraction, the higher stiffness of the defatted pollen grains led to higher viscosity compared with softer pollen microgels. This finding is consistent with the softened exine layer of pollen microgels, which allows for the easy compression of the microgels to avoid particle jamming under shear and thus enables a free-flowing solution.[24] Moreover, spiky appendages on the surface of pollen microgels minimize the contact between microgels, reducing aggregation among microgels, thus improving the structural stability of pollen microgels in the fluid. Pollen microgels treated with KOH for 6 h were chosen owing to their good swelling capability and structural integrity.[20]

![Figure 2](https://example.com/figure2.png)

**Figure 2.** Pollen microgel–alginate hydrogel hybrid 3D printing ink for printability. A) Viscosity as a function of shear rate under different pollen microgel processing times (0, 3, 6, or 12 h). B) Viscosity as a function of shear rate for pollen–alginate hybrids with different alginate-to-pollen volume ratios: 1:0 (alginate), 1:2 (33 v/v% pollen), 1:1 (50 v/v% pollen), 2:1 (67 v/v% pollen), 0:1 (pollen). C) Optical images of pollen–alginate scaffold crosslinked and freeform-3D-printed in gelatin supporting matrix.
Furthermore, various pollen–alginate composite inks with volumetric ratios of 0:1, 1:2, 1:1, 2:1, and 1:0 were prepared to optimize the printing ink viscosity (Figure 2B). All pollen–alginate hybrid inks exhibited a lower viscosity than the pure alginate ink because of dilution by the high water content from the swollen pollen microgels. All prepared inks could be extruded without jamming or clogging regardless of the volume fraction of the pollen microgels. The single-layer structures printed with various pollen–alginate inks were solidified after post-treatment using 153 mm CaCl2 solution (Figures S1 and S2, Supporting Information). The pollen microgels were well distributed within the alginate matrix without any particle aggregation, unlike typical polymer–particle composite systems.[25] However, the self-supportability of pollen–alginate inks was still suboptimal, which led us to further improve the platform design.

More specifically, multilayer 3D structures were fabricated through freeform 3D printing in gelatin slurry with CaCl2 (Figure 2C and Figure S3, Supporting Information). Using the supporting matrix, 3D scaffolds with good structural stability could be fabricated. However, when the pollen fraction in the pollen–alginate inks was >67%, the pollen microgel connectivity was not sufficient to maintain structural integrity once the printed structures were removed from the supporting matrix. Thus, pollen–alginate inks with a volumetric ratio of 1:1 were used for fabricating the 3D pollen–alginate scaffolds. Moreover, compared with previously reported microgel 3D printing systems,[21b,c,26] the pollen microgels possessed a smaller size (<50 µm) with uniform size distribution. Thus, a consistent microstructure was achieved within the composite hydrogels, improving the reproducibility of the printed product.

2.2. Functional Hydrogel Scaffolds with Smart Pollen Microgels

Pollen microgels are plant-derived smart materials that are responsive to solution pH and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA).[20] Thus, they can be used as smart drug carriers for composite hydrogel scaffolds. For the freeform 3D printing experiments, we chose photocurable glycidyl methacrylate hyaluronic acid (GM-HAc)-alginate hydrogels with an HAc-to-alginate weight ratio of 8:1.[27] Alginate was introduced to stabilize printed pollen–hydrogel inks by physical crosslinking in the Ca2+-rich gelatin matrix. It can be removed through EDTA treatment after the second hydrogel GM-HAc is crosslinked during the post-curing process. Moreover, drug-loaded pollen microgels have been found to undergo additional deswelling with excessive Ca2+ during the physical crosslinking of alginate.[20] In the current study, the 3D pollen–hydrogel scaffolds were successfully obtained after the post-curing process (Figure 3A). For a proof-of-concept drug delivery study, we chose a hydrophilic fluorescent dye, rhodamine B (RhB), as a tracer dye. Given that this dye is a relatively small molecule with good diffusion, in the

Figure 3. 3D-printed pollen microgel–hydrogel scaffolds for drug loading and release. A) Optical images of hyaluronic acid (HAc)/alginate (Alg) scaffolds printed in gelatin supporting matrix with or without pollen microgels. All scaffolds were post-cured under UV irradiation after printing. B) Optical images of a Rhodamine B (RhB)-loaded pollen–HAc/Alg hybrid scaffold printed and crosslinked under UV irradiation. The inset displays RhB-loaded pollen microgels. The scale bar represents 10 µm. C) Dye release of RhB-loaded pollen microgels mimicking drug release. Accumulated release as a function of time.
absence of EDTA treatment, it can passively diffuse through the nanoporous channels of the pollen exine layer (Figure S4, Supporting Information). Thus, the fabricated hydrogel scaffold with RhB-loaded pollen microgels exhibited the inherent red color of RhB (Figure 3B). Moreover, the amount of RhB released through the pollen microgel exine layer linearly increased over time (Figure 3C). However, upon EDTA treatment, the released amount and rate of release appreciably increased with time owing to the aperture openings in the pollen microgels.[20] Therefore, the stimulus-responsive release behavior of drugs loaded onto the pollen microgels can be tuned and optimized by minimizing the uncontrolled release caused by passive diffusion, which can be achieved by selectively covering the nanopores in the exine layer with an additional coating layer.[28] Mundargi et al.[29] reported the prolonged-release behavior of drug-loaded sunflower pollen grains after being coated with a thin alginate layer even under the existence of stimuli. Therefore, the additional coating layer, which can cover and block nanopores on the shell, allows the drug release to be initiated only by the aperture opening of microgels with the existence of stimuli.

2.3. Pollen–Hydrogel Scaffolds for 3D Cell Culture Platforms

The 3D-printed pollen–hydrogel scaffolds could also be an excellent platform for 3D cell culture owing to the excellent biocompatibility of pollen[30] and improved mechanical stability of the composite hydrogels.[31] Owing to its ≈50% lower swelling ratio than that of the pure hydrogel, the swollen pollen–hydrogel scaffold exhibited better structural stability in the culture medium (cf. Figure 3A). Furthermore, we assessed the pollen–HAc/Alg scaffold as a substitute for inverted colloidal crystal (ICC) hydrogels, which are widely utilized for 3D cell culture platforms despite their time-consuming and laborious fabrication.[32] Particularly, ICC scaffolds are commonly used to form multicellular spheroids with liver cells as a 3D in vitro testbed of liver functions. However, the fabrication of ICC scaffolds is laborious, time-consuming with a multi-step process.[32]

To construct uniform, highly interconnected pores within the 3D-printed scaffolds, we designed a five-layer scaffold for culturing 3D cell aggregates, where the continuous printing path formed a pattern with holes shaped like isosceles right triangles (Figure S5, Supporting Information). The first, third, and fifth layers had small triangular holes (1 cm leg length) for cell transportation, while the second and fourth layers had larger triangular holes (2 cm leg length) for storing cell aggregates. Based on this design, the 3D scaffold was successfully printed with the pollen–HAc/Alginate hybrid ink in 12 min at a feed rate of 1.5 mm s⁻¹ (Figure 4A). The filament diameter was ≈250 μm, which made the actual leg length of the small triangle hole ≈500 μm (Figure 4B). Given the highly interconnected porous structure of the 3D-printed pollen–HAc/alginate hydrogels, we compared the performances of these scaffolds with those of poly(ethylene glycol)-diacrylate (PEGDA) ICC hydrogels. Because of the hierarchical scaffold structure, the Huh-75 liver cell line was chosen for in vitro cell studies. To provide cells with anchoring points, both 3D-printed pollen–HAc/alginate hydrogels and PEGDA ICCs were functionalized with type 1 collagen, one of the most abundant proteins in liver-derived extracellular matrices.[33]

Overall, the cells encapsulated in the 3D-printed pollen–HAc/alginate and the PEGDA ICC scaffolds were viable with good cell proliferation, indicating that both hydrogel scaffolds provided adequate exchange and diffusion of nutrients, oxygen, and metabolites to cells (Figure 4C,D). In all of the constructs, hepatocarcinoma cells were seeded as single cells with an efficiency exceeding 94%, although collagen-coated PEGDA ICCs achieved almost 100% cell seeding efficiency owing to the increased cell adhesion sites provided by the collagen coating (Table S1, Supporting Information). The highly interconnected and open porous structures of both 3D-printed pollen–HAc/alginate and PEGDA ICC hydrogels ensured cell infiltration throughout the construct (Figure 4C). The structures featured pronounced differences in cell morphology depending on the existence of the collagen coating layer. In particular, cells in the noncoated hydrogels formed clusters at the centers of the scaffold cavities owing to the lack of cell adhesion sites, whereas cells in the collagen-coated hydrogels were attached to the scaffold surface and formed clusters lining the wall cavities (Figure 4C,D and Figure S6, Supporting Information).

Moreover, owing to the 3D structural differences between the two types of scaffolds, cells in the PEGDA ICCs formed spherical aggregates, whereas cells in the 3D-printed pollen–HAc/alginate hydrogels formed irregularly shaped clusters of various sizes. Unlike the ICCs with uniform spherical pores, the triangular open holes of the 3D-printed pollen–HAc/alginate hydrogels allowed most cells to continuously grow in 3D without any shape-induced aggregation, even though small spherical clusters also occurred. More importantly, the pollen microgel autofluorescence could reveal the interfaces between cells and scaffolds without an additional scaffold-staining process.

2.4. Pollen Microgel Supporting Matrix for Freeform 3D Printing

Shear-thinning and viscoplastic supporting matrices have been introduced for omnidirectional freeform 3D printing using soft materials with a relatively slow solidification rate and poor self-supportability.[34] These supporting matrices have been formulated by mixing nanoparticles with polymer solutions or dispersing microgels in water or oil, and particularly, the rheological properties of microgel-based supporting matrices are affected by the microgel size, shape, and mechanical properties.[34,35] Pollen microgels are naturally derived, readily-made, environmentally friendly, and sustainable potential materials for supporting matrices produced by freeform 3D printing because of their great abundance in nature, uniform size distribution, tunable mechanical properties through alkali treatment, and gel properties.

First, to validate the viscoplastic behavior of pollen microgel-based supporting matrices, shear stress was measured as a function of shear rate (γ) (Figure 5A). All of the pollen microgel-based supporting matrices exhibited Bingham plastic behavior, showing good agreement with the Herschel–Bulkley (H–B) model (τ = τ₀ + kγⁿ) regardless of the KOH incubation time (0 to 9 h). By fitting the shear stress–shear rate curves using the H–B models, we determined three H–B parameters: the yield stress (τ₀), consistency index (k), and flow index (n). We also measured the stress-dependent storage
and loss moduli from oscillatory shear rheometer tests and determined the yield stress, that is, the shear stress at which the storage modulus begins to decrease and the loss modulus begins to increase (Figure 5B). The yield stresses derived from both methods are summarized in Table 1. Additionally, the thixotropic behavior was assessed using a step test wherein structural breakdown and recovery were induced through stepwise programmed deformation (Figure 5C). We monitored three oscillatory intervals, applying three predetermined strain types: 1% strain ($\gamma < \gamma^*$); 70% strain (breakdown, $\gamma > \gamma^*$); and 1% strain (recovery, $\gamma < \gamma^*$). The 95% recovery time and full recovery time were found to be 6 and 180 s, respectively, indicating that the pollen microgel-based supporting matrix featured excellent thixotropic behavior, comparable to that of a previously reported gellan fluid gel.\cite{36} As the KOH incubation time increased, the pollen microgels became softer.\cite{20} Thus, the storage and loss moduli of the pollen microgel media decreased as the alkali treatment continued. Finally, the rheological behavior of these pollen microgel-based supporting matrices was also affected by the volume fraction of microgels in water (Figure 5D). Therefore, pollen microgel-based supporting matrices can be tuned based on the KOH incubation time and volume fraction of pollen microgels in water; thus, for printing, the supporting matrices can be well matched with a corresponding ink material in terms of rheological behavior.

2.5. Pollen-Based Freeform 3D Printing Platform for Soft Matter

As a proof-of-concept study, freeform 3D printing was performed within the pollen microgel supporting matrix using two types of soft material inks: 7 wt% alginate and silicone rubber SE1700 with a base/catalyst/mineral oil ratio of 10:1:1.5.\cite{17b} Both the shear-thinning alginate and silicone inks were printable, displaying dynamic viscosities of 10–100 Pa s at shear rates of 10–50 s$^{-1}$, a typical extrusion condition of 3D printing\cite{37} (Figure S7, Supporting Information). Moreover, to enable freeform 3D printing, the yield stress and shear modulus of the viscoplastic silicone ink should be larger than those of the supporting matrix by at least one and two orders of magnitude, respectively.\cite{35,38} Silicone inks have yield stresses of...
400–600 Pa and shear moduli of 10–20 kPa (Figure S7, Supporting Information). Thus, the optimal yield stress and shear modulus of the microgel-based supporting matrix should be ≈60 and ≈200 Pa, respectively. We chose a supporting matrix consisting of 6 h KOH-treated pollen microgels at 90% packing density (PD).

To demonstrate the supportability of the pollen microgel-based supporting matrix during 3D printing, complex printing paths were designed for the ink systems. During printing, writing the Chinese word 花粉 (English translation: pollen) requires multiple starting points and junctions for the total seventeen strokes of the two characters (Figure 6A, and Figure S8, Supporting Information). Each stroke had a 500 µm diameter and was drawn in a single pass, either intercepting or adjoining the pre-printed strokes at the optimal printing speed (Video S1, Supporting Information). The non-crosslinked alginate inks were stable during and after printing, as they were visible even after 3 h after the completion of printing. We also used polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) ink made of SE1700, which required high-temperature curing at 50–80 °C.

To test the feasibility of the approach, a meshed dome frame was printed and subsequently cured at 75 °C for 24 h inside the pollen microgel (Figure S9, Supporting Information). The printed 3D dome structure was well solidified, maintaining its structural integrity without any significant deformation or collapse. To further prove the large-scale printing capability of the pollen-based freeform 3D platform, an actual-size 3D elbow mesh was designed and printed. The 3D printing path generation process has been reported in a previous paper[17b] (Figure S10, Supporting Information) and is described below:

Table 1. Yield stresses and storage moduli of various pollen microgel supporting matrix suspensions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pollen microgel supporting matrix</th>
<th>Steady shear rate sweep method</th>
<th>Dynamic oscillatory stress sweep method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 h KOH incubation</td>
<td>212.4</td>
<td>152.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 h KOH incubation</td>
<td>69.21</td>
<td>108.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 h KOH incubation</td>
<td>32.34</td>
<td>66.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 h KOH incubation</td>
<td>50.49</td>
<td>35.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A 3D elbow model was first obtained via 3D scanning from a volunteer. A 2D mesh grid was then projected to the surface of the 3D model to retrieve the coordinates. The coordinates were subjected to additional modifications to obtain the bilayer printing path for the elbow mesh. The 3D elbow mesh was omnidirectionally printed and subsequently cured in the pollen microgel-based supporting matrix. The obtained 3D silicone rubber mesh exhibited good structural fidelity, so that it could well adapt to the human elbow curvature (Figure 6B). All of the connection points were also well printed without delamination.

Additionally, the mechanical properties of the silicone rubber samples printed and cured in the pollen microgel supporting matrix were similar to those of samples fabricated via the traditional casting method (Figure S11, Supporting Information). In our previous work on the alginate microgel-based supporting matrix for silicone printing, the average diameter of alginate microgels was \( \approx 250 \) µm, showing a good printing quality of up to \( \approx 1 \) mm resolution.\(^{[39]} \) Since the average diameter of pollen microgels used in this work was \( \approx 30 \) µm, which is an order of magnitude smaller than those alginate microgels, the printing resolution with pollen microgel was enhanced. Indeed, the printing of a smaller product size at a higher resolution was feasible with this pollen suspension, which could not be achieved with the alginate microgel-based supporting matrix (Figure S9, Supporting Information).

Notwithstanding the great potential of pollen microgels as supporting matrices for freeform 3D printing, two features should be carefully considered for real applications: the visibility of printed objects during printing and the recyclability of the microgel systems. The visibility of the pollen microgel supporting matrix was \( \approx 2 \) mm from an outer surface. Thus, if the printability of simple structures using various ink materials can be demonstrated near the matrix surface, freeform 3D printing in the pollen microgel supporting matrix for real applications can be easily optimized with minimal trials. Regarding recyclability, pollen microgels have great long-term structural stability, lack significant agglomeration with adjacent microgels, and maintain their rheological properties at room temperature owing to the existence of the outer sporopollenin exine layer with spiky surface topography. Pollen microgel-based structures were thermally stable was up to 200 °C.\(^{[40]} \) Based on our recent strategy on the recyclability of the alginate microgel-based supporting matrix,\(^{[41]} \) the pollen suspension will be further optimized to improve recyclability under heat cycles.

3. Conclusion

In this study, we demonstrated the feasibility of a pollen-derived microgel suspension as a functional reinforcement
for composite hydrogel inks and a supporting matrix for freeform 3D printing systems. As a key component of ink materials, the pollen microgels demonstrated several remarkable advantages. The pollen–hydrogel inks were printable without jamming behavior, regardless of the pollen microgel particle content. The microgels were well dispersed within the hydrogel matrix with no significant aggregation, resulting in reproducible and uniform printed structures with good structural integrity. Moreover, the stimulus-responsive pollen microgels were used to realize functional hydrogel scaffolds with selective release. We demonstrated that the uniform and highly interconnected pores of the 3D pollen–hydrogel scaffolds could be a substitute for ICC systems for 3D cell culture applications. Furthermore, shear-thinning and viscoplastic pollen suspensions could be used as the supporting matrix for omnidirectional freeform 3D printing. Two types of inks—liquid alginate and viscoplastic silicone inks—were successfully printed, producing highly complicated 3D structures with or without a subsequent post-curing process. The pollen microgel suspension is highly advantageous as a supporting matrix because the pollen grains are an abundant and affordable starting material with a uniform size distribution and tunable rheological behavior. Finally, sunflower pollen grains were used for proof-of-concept demonstrations. Given that there are numerous types of pollen species with distinct sizes, shapes, and surface properties, pollen microgel suspensions can be used to create a new class of eco-friendly 3D printing materials.

4. Experimental Section

Materials: Defatted sunflower (Helianthus annuus L.) pollen was purchased from Greer Labs (USA). Silicone elastomer DOWSIL SE1700 White was purchased from DOW Corning (Japan). HAC sodium salt from Streptococcus equi (MW ≈ 1.5–1.8 MDA), phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), dimethylformamide (DMF), glycidyl methacrylate, tetrabutylammonium bromide, triethylamine, acetone, sodium salt from brown algae, N-vinyl-pyrrolidinone (NVP), Irgacure 2959 (2-hydroxy-4′-sodium salt from brown algae, N-vinyl-pyrrolidinone (NVP), Irgacure 2959 (2-hydroxy-4′-sodium salt from brown algae, N-vinyl-pyrrolidinone (NVP), Irgacure 2959 (2-hydroxy-4′-sodium salt from brown algae, N-vinyl-pyrrolidinone (NVP), Irgacure 2959 (2-hydroxy-4′-sodium salt from brown algae, N-vinyl-pyrrolidinone (NVP), Irgacure 2959 (2-hydroxy-4′-sodium salt from brown algae, N-vinyl-pyrrolidinone (NVP), Irgacure 2959 (2-hydroxy-4′-sodium salt from brown alg...
Freeform 3D Printing in Pollen Microgel Supporting Matrix: The pollen microgel-based supporting matrix was prepared by dispersing pollen microgels obtained from 0, 3, 6, and 9 h incubation in 10 w/v% KOH solution at 80 °C. Then, 10 vol% pollen microgels were dispersed in water, resulting in a PD of 90%. A dilution process was performed to obtain PDs of 70% and 80% for the pollen microgel-based supporting matrix. For freeform 3D printing with alginate, a 7 w/v% alginate solution was prepared with black food dye. The black alginate ink was directly printed in the pollen microgel supporting matrix (6 h KOH incubation, PD = 90%) without physical crosslinking at a feed rate of 6 mm s⁻¹ and air pressure of 5.5 bar using the 3DDiscovery Bench Top device (regenHU, Switzerland).

For freeform 3D printing with PDMS, SE1700 inks with a white base/catalyst/mineral oil ratio of 10:1:1.5 were prepared using orange or blue food dye and then printed at a feed rate of 3–4 mm s⁻¹ and air pressure of 5.5 bar. Nozzle tips with a 0.33 mm inner diameter were used for printing. The pollen microgel supporting matrix (6 h KOH incubation, PD = 90%) was prepared for freeform 3D printing. The post-curing of printed silicone rubber in the supporting matrix was conducted at 75 °C for 12 h.

Rheological Properties: The rheological properties of the pollen microgel supporting matrix and pollen–hydrogel hybrid inkks were tested using a TA2000 (TA instrument, USA). To measure the rheological properties of pollen microgel supporting matrix, a steady-state flow test was performed at shear rates from 0.1 to 200 s⁻¹. The H–B model was chosen to fit the shear stress–shear rate curve. An oscillation strain sweep test was conducted from 0.1% to 100% strain at 1 Hz. The oscillation time sweep test was performed at a frequency of 1 Hz under the following strain conditions: 1% strain for 0–5 min, 70% strain for the next 5–10 min, and 1% strain after 10 min.

The viscosity of pollen-hydrogel hybrid ink was measured using a continuous ramp test at shear rates from 1 to 100 s⁻¹.

In Vitro Cell Evaluation: 3D-printed pollen–HAc/alginate hydrogels and PEGDA ICC hydrogels, either unmodified or functionalized with type I collagen, an extracellular matrix protein, were used for cell studies. PEGDA was synthesized following a previously reported method (49) and PEGDA-based ICCs were fabricated as described in a previous study (46). A 0.2 mg mL⁻¹ type I collagen solution in PBS was used for coating both 3D-printed pollen–HAc/alginate scaffolds and PEGDA ICCs. Huh-7.5 human hepatocellular carcinoma cells were cultured in high-glucose Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 1% antibiotic-antimycotic, 4 mM L-glutamine, and 110 mg L⁻¹ sodium pyruvate in a humidified atmosphere at 37 °C in 5% CO₂.

3D-printed pollen–HAc/alginate hybrid hydrogels and PEGDA-based ICCs were sterilized under UV light for 2 h, during which they were upturned to expose the top side to UV after 1 h. Immediately before cell seeding, each scaffold was preconditioned with 1 mL of complete culture medium for 30 min and then dried for 1 h in a humidified atmosphere at 37 °C in 5% CO₂. One million Huh-7.5 cells suspended in 25 µL of complete culture medium were seeded on the top surface of each scaffold; before the culture medium was added, the cell constructs were incubated in a humidified atmosphere at 37 °C in 5% CO₂ for 6.5 h to allow cell entrapment within the scaffold pores. The cell constructs were cultured in a humidified atmosphere at 37 °C in 5% CO₂ for up to 10 days, and the culture medium was changed every 3 days. Then, 24 h after seeding, the cell constructs were transferred to new multi-well plates. The number of seeded cells remaining in the wells unattached to the scaffolds was counted using a hemocytometer, and the cell seeding efficiency was calculated based on the results.

Cell viability was qualitatively assessed using the Live/Dead cell viability/cytotoxicity kit according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Cell constructs were incubated with 4 µM calcein-acetoxyfluorochrome (calcein-AM) and 12 µM ethidium homodimer-1 (EthD-1) in complete culture medium for 1 h in a humidified atmosphere at 37 °C in 5% CO₂. An LSM 710 confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss) equipped with an Axio Observer Z1 inverted microscope (Carl Zeiss) was used to visualize the live and dead cells. ZEN software was used to obtain 3D reconstruction images. ImageJ software was used to process the Z-stack images and create sum slice projections.
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